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amendments Pass

ughes Elected as PSA Chief I Senate

A new slate of officers and the
•assage of two constitutional
inendments were the results of
te PSA elections Tuesday. Apiroximately 1,050 students voted
the elections — an improveaent over the turnout last year.
Presiding as President of the
'acific Student Association for
966-67 will be Jim Hughes. "I'm
ery happy about it," he comlented when asked his feelings
oncerning his election.
Runoffs for vice president beitreen Gene Bigler and Mark
[usanovich and for treasurer be
tween Mike Blatt and Ken Mowry
rere held yesterday, but results
fere not available as the Weekly
rent to press.
Taking over as the new PSA
ecretary will be Leslie Rice, and
lling the position of rally comlissioner will be Jay Hammer.

Heading the cheering squads
for next year will be Kathy Dettweiler, head song girl, and Rick
Ranson, head yell leader.
Greg Finegan was elected as
NSA co-ordinator, and Bob Nel
son will take over as the NSA
delegate.
Senators for next year are
Kathy Hincks, Martha Williams,
Priscilla Wood, Women's Interdorm; Steve Bryden, Bruce Memke, Men's Interdorm; Ron Murov, IFC; Pam Driver, Pan-Hell;
Pete Morales, Raymond; Hermon
Solaz, Covell; and Art Catteroll,
Tom Farley, Phil Hinkle, Off
Campus.
The amendment dealing with
the court system passed 740 to
123 and the tuition rebate amend
ment passed 639 to 181.
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Refuses Contract

Associate Sports Ed.
After reading the Athletic De
partment's proposed contract, one
questions whether the Athletic
Department and the Athletic
Board of Operations are really
on the student's side.
The Athletic Board of Opera
tions defeated the contract pub
lished last week in the Pacific
Weekly. In return, the athletic
department, with the approval of
the Athletic Board of Operations,
came out with their own contract.
The athletic departmfent's con
tract's provisions are the same
as the PSA's contract with the
exception of: (1) the athletic de
partment will reserve a MAXI
MUM of 1000 seats for PSA
members (the PSA's contract
specified a MINIMUM of 1000).
(2) Student tickets will be avail-

intensive Survey Planned at Pacific
An intensive study of students
>|in the various schools of the Uni:rsity of the Pacific will be made
rly next month by Dr. Jerry G.
raff, assistant professor of psy
chology at Raymond College.
Dr. Gaff was recently notified
at financial support for the rerch project will be provided
the United States Office of
ucation.
"A RAPIDLY growing body
f social phychological research
for the first time proving reli
able knowledge of the effects of
afferent kinds of college enronments on different kinds of
students," said Dr. Gaff. "The
iresent study should add to that
emulative knowledge as well as
tovide data which can lead to

greater understanding of our own
university."
INCLUDED in the study will
be approximately 275 students
randomly selected from those
currently enrolled in the College
of Liberal Arts and the profes
sional schools as well as the en
tire student body at Raymond
College. All students selected
for study will be contacted by
letter by the project director dur
ing the week of May 2-6.
All Pacific students who will
take part in the study, except
those at Raymond, will be asked
to meet Monday afternoon, May
9 for about two hours to answer
questionnaires concerning their
college experiences.
The re
sponses of the Raymond students

will be obtained
morning, May 11.

Wednesday

"THE UNIVERSITY of the
Pacific has attracted considerable
attention from national leaders
in higher education, especially
for its cluster college develop
ments," commented Professor
Gaff, "and it is altogether fitting
that the recent innovations at
Raymond as well as the more
established educational proced
ures at the other schools be
analyzed in some detail."
While the Office of Education
has accepted the research pro
posal containing a request for
approximately $14,000 of federal
funds, formal contract negotia
tions have yet to be completed.

Mad Mad' Rally Promises Plaque, Tahitians
Rally Tonight
Tonight's Rally will be the
ual rally for Spring '66. As a
&ture of Mardi Gras Weekend,
will include some "mad proJrams:"

oUL for
fm- only
r»r»lx/ f-wr»
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able
two Have
days (the
and seventh days previous to that
athletic event). The PSA's clause
stated that student tickets would
be available for THREE days,
the fifth, sixth, and seventh days
previous to that event.
(3) If a student does not pick
up his ticket within the required
time limit, he must pay $1.00 for
a ticket, if any are available after
the time limit. (Anyone with any
student body card can get a ticket
for fifty cents at the Civic Audi
torium) .
The PSA Senate has defeated
this proposal.
PSA President
Smiley Verduzco said the Senate
felt that the above changes were
not fair and recommended fur
ther negotiations with the athletic
department.

Advance Registration Begins May 6
Registrar Expects 90% Student Turnout
A 90 Jo student turnout for
advance registration is expected
by the registrar's office, accord
ing to Miss Ellen Deering, regis
trar.
Advance registration, sched
uled for May 6-13, is a regular
registration for the fall semester
and students registering will be
assured of having their schedule
completed without further regis
tration in the fall.
Time schedules may be picked
up in the registrar's office starting
today and students should make
counseling appointments and be
gin figuring
their schedules be
fore their registration times.
Registration books will be
available from the registrar May
6-11 and students can then begin
signing into permission required
courses.
Signing into limited enrollment
classes will begin May 11 with
students who are presently grad
uate students, juniors or seniors.
Sign in time is 4-5:30 p.m.
Students who are now sopho
mores will sign in May 12 from
4-5:30 and freshmen on May 13
from 4-5:30.

• The Plague, playing music
students and teachers to
' ance by.

Sign in is by number and
assigned times. The numbers are
received in random order.

* Tahitian Dancers, an act
tesently at the Islander,, who
jave appeared on the Andy Wilams Show and the Bob Hope
' pecial.

Miss Deering stated that ad
vance registration is optional and
that no penalty is imposed upon
students for not registering until
fall. She emphasized that stu
dents who are unsure of their
plans should probably not regis
ter at this time.

3r

* Overhead color projections
photos of "campus action;"

:,,d

® Mardi Gras Beard Growing
°ntest judging.
* Introduction of Queen and
^gly Man candidates.
The Rally begins at 7 p.m. in
'le Conservatory.

"A Pretty Girl is Like a Melody". .. Mardi Gras Queen candi
dates: Back row, I. to r., Connie Harrison, Sandy Johnson, Sue
Chausse, Pam Driver, Viv Blair, Louise Hauck, Georgia Swain,
Carolyn Crosby. Front row, I. to r., Jan Morrison, Randa Blount,
Connie Cushing, and Connie Ohnemus.

KSA Senator
iJan Thiele
In
PSA
Senator Dan
said
that Dr. Stagg and the Athletic
Board of Operations have done
everything in their power to avoid
facing the issue of whether the
UOP athletic program is run for
the students or for the com
munity.
Which brings up an interesting
point, would the basketball team
play as well for 2700 adults from
the community as they would for
1500 or 2000 studtents? In other
words, is Dr. Stagg's first alle
giance to the community, or is it
to the students?
Verduzco has assured this re
porter that he and the Senate will
do everything in their power to
obtain a workable and FAIR
contract, fair to the student body
and to the athletic department.

Should a student who goes
through
advance
registration
change his plans and not return
to the university, he must inform
the registrar and enter a formal
petition for withdrawal before

July 1 to receive a refund of $40
from his $50 fee. No refund
will be given after this date.
"Advance registration is for
the students benefit," Miss Deer
ing stated. "No preference is
given to any group. We always
try to keep the student's interest
at heart."
Students completing registra
tion now may report directly to
classes next fall. They may pick
up their PSA cards and make
down payment on tuition Sept.
22-23.

VISTA Challenges
Pacific Students
It's a recruiting campaign and
VISTA needs you. In order that
every Pacific student has the op
portunity to join, a VISTA Voll
unteer is coming to UOP Wed
nesday, May 4.
Pahphlets and all kinds of in
formation will be available at a
special VISTA information cen
ter located at the north end of
the Administration Building.
Last fall when VISTA was on
campus, twenty-five or more stu
dents filled
out applications to
become a part of the program.
VISTA (Volunteers in Service
to America) is a domestic Peace
Corps and the most personal part
of the nation's War on Poverty.
VISTA Volunteers serve in the
United States and its territories,
living and working among the
underprivileged.
"The VISTA Volunteer is the
link between his nation and the
potentially useful citizen who,
without help, will be a loss to so
ciety and to himself."

April 29, 1%6 Pp^
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Editorial

Reporter Gets Action

.
i r„i:
There is a general feeling on this cam
pus that a student can do nothing about
the administration's decisions. Last week
a reporter from the Pacific Weekly dem
onstrated the fact that this is not always
the case; that the administration can be
influenced by a sincere student.
The case in point was the sudden an
nouncement of the hike in the pre-registration fee from the usual fifty dollars to
one hundred dollars As our page one story
explained, in last week's issue, the in
crease was cancelled. That is where Wee ly reporter Mary Pat Murphy entered the
scene.
Miss Murphy was assigned the job of
getting a story on the reasons for the pro
posed increase, a seemingly simple and
straightforward job, at first glance. How
ever, she soon found that it was no such
thing. As she began probing into the
matter, Miss Murphy soon discovered that
due to a breakdown in administrative

communications
rnmmunications no-one was really sure
how, when, or why the increase had come
about.
As a result of her persistent probing,
the administration launched a hasty in
vestigation of its own, which revealed the
fact that there had been a definite lapse
in the official machinery's handling of the
matter and that the students had really
not received sufficient advance notice of
the intended increase.
Having reached this conclusion, the
members of Executive policy committee
held a fast caucus and subsequently con
tacted Miss Murphy to inform her that
they had reversed their decision and had
cancelled the increase for the current se
mester.
This episode would seem to indicate
to us that the administration does respect
the student's opinion and that it is willing
to make every effort to correct such honest
mistakes, as the unannounced increase.

Thanks Are Due For UOP Voters
We wouuld like to congratulate the
Pacific Students for the good judgment
they showed in supporting the proposed
constitutional ammendments, at the polls.
The new provisions for the court system
will certainly improve the judicial process
on campus, and the increase in student
rebates is one of the wisest moves made
by the students on this campus in a long
time.
It is this latter change that is of great
est interest to us, since it provides better
compensation for those who run the
Weekly.

We believe that the entire campus will
profit from these rebate increases. First
of all, they should attract more talented
people to the jobs. Then, of course, the
increases will assure the PSA's right to
expect a superior job of those who receive
the benefits. Also the new rebates should
be a good incentive for holding the inter
est of the younger students who become
involved. Finally, the new scale goes a
long way toward providing compensation
that is commensurate with the heavy re
sponsibilities carried by the student lead
ers involved.
— DAVE FREDERICKSON

Co-eds Look For Hubby

(ACPI
There's a widespread belief on college campuses that many
women students are in college for one reason — to find a husband.
But according to a study made by Paul C. Glick, author of
American
Families," marriage-minded coeds are in the wrong place.
The State Press, Arizona State University, reporting on Glick's study,
said his statistics show that although the chances of marriage for the collegeeducated female are better than they were in 1940, chances are still better for
the woman with only a high school education.
The older a man is when he marries, the study indicates, the greater age
difference between bride and groom.
Since the male usually marries a younger female, he has a wide market
while in college. Since a woman usually marries up in age, .however, her
market grows smaller.
As a rule, men marry women of the same or lower level of education, in
the woman's case, the situation is reversed. Also, the higher the education
level, the greater the importance of men having higher levels of education
than women.
,
These findings
together lead to this conclusion: extended education and
increased age place a woman in a marriage market in which the number of
available older males with as much or more education is limited.
Because the man can mairry down in age and education, the educated
woman faces increased competition by younger and less educated women for
the available unmarried men.
The unmarried man with a high level of education is in the best position
for mate selection. The woman with the same age and education, however, is
very limited in her choice.
The study also revealed that in three-fourths of all marriages, the bride
is younger than, the groom. The bride is older than the groom in only one
seventh of all marriages.
All these figures seem to indicate that a woman is more likely to receive
a Mrs. degree upon graduation from high school than upon graduation from
college.
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Reader's Stump
Editor:

May I call your attention to
the memo, dated April 20, 1966,
addressed to "All Women's Liv
ing Groups" from Catherine P.
Davis, concerning "Standards of
Dress." Dean Davis reminds the
women that, although Spring
weather has arrived, the regular
standard's of dress still prevail.
She says that "casual attire is
appropriate on Saturday morning
until 1:00 P.M. and on those
occasions when one is going to
and from an activity requiring
such dress .... The purpose of
this notice is to urge you to
closely observe these standards.
Mature college women should
accept this responsibility them
selves and not put others in the
unenviable position of having to
police for violations of standards
of good taste ... If there be any
value in our reputation for well-
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YOU 5KM TO HAVE A HASP TIMS PAYlNS ATTENTION IN CLAbb.

groomed, attractive, appropriately
dressed women students, we
would appreviate your coopera
tion in continuing to maintain
that reputation."
How lucky the women of UOP
are to have a nurse-maid like
Dean Davis!! If this university
ever comes out of the Nineteenth
century and stresses academic
reputation, instead of reputation
for grooming, perhaps Dean
Davis would not have to take time
for such absurd memos.
At such a time as this, when
freedom receives a great empha
sis in the world and a university
such as Stanford is allowing alco
holic beverages in the living quar
ters of students 21 years of age
or older, the University of the
Pacific students are still ham
pered by in loco parentis regula
tions which insult their intelli
gence.
How is a student ever going to
assume responsibility in areas
which matter if he is urged by his
own personal integrity to rebel
against Victorian regulations in a
supposedly Twentieth century
university. If students are not
treated as mature people, they
should not be expected to act the
part.
Sincerely,
John D. Culwell
DENTAL SCHOOL
Editor:
I am a student of the least
known, and most remote branch
of the University of the Pacific.
The school of dentistry, by virtue
of its location, has never really
been assimilated into the Univer
sity. We know nothing of your
activities; we see your newspaper
only two or three times a year,
and Dr. Burns visits us once
every two years. When our fine
basketball team is playing USF,
right next door, there is no ad
vance notice, no tickets.
All this is in reference to your
editorial on the tuition increase
(3-25-66). Many of us would
like to consider ourselves part of
UOP but evidently the Univer
sity wants a school of dentistry in
name only. Most of the faculty
at the school donate their time.
Our new school is being built

j ids
.t te
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with money from our alumni and
the U.S. government, not UOP.
The dental clinics make more
than enough money to finani
r
our school's total expenses. You P
are bitter because you, possibly,
West
are being asked to finance
the]
cluster college program. I am
bitter because I am being asked
to finance your education.
It is with great embarrassment
and long consideration that I dog
not sign this letter, but in a pri
vate, professional school, it is
easy for administration to find
criticism an "unprofessional atti-l
tude" and for the offenders to;
quietly disappear from the scene.l
"A Dental Student"
WEEKLY THANKED
Editor:
On behalf of the staff and!
students of the College of the
Pacific Department of Art, and I
as one of those responsible foil
developing the idea of a Fne Arts I
Festival, I want to thank you and]
your team of writers for the wayl
in which the Weekly publicized|
the Festival.
From the point of view of tim
ing, we might have interested the
campus community somewhat
more tellingly by having the cov
erage on the preceding Fridayi
but coming as it did in the middle
of the Festival itself, the Weeklys
presentation
MUST certainly
have been responsible for en
couraging a greater number 0
students and faculty to come to
the various events of the fina'
two days of the Festival.
The editorial, photographic
portrayals, and news stories were
all presented in a light that pt°"
vided a clear focus on but one o
the many vital and cooperative
affairs that an aware and mature
university has to offer its consti
tuency. A fine campus newspaper
does much to keep the image be
fore the eyes of all of us °D
and off campus—and you deserve
our thanks for the manner 10
which you have interpreted y°u'
job as editor.
Sincerely,
Richard Reynolds
Chairman

I'ftllApril 29, 1966
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[Red Hot Gates

WUS Spending Nets $1010
By SUE WILLIAMSON
Staff Reporter
TVo Phi Tau's bidding against
other, a date with Dean
Williams, fierce bidding between
;ast and West Covell Hall, Mrs.
jfusca getting her house cleaned
, Alpha Kappa Lambda —
ese are only a few of the excitjig happenings at the WUS aucion last Thursday night.
While West Hall boys are slavag in West Covell Hall, Tri
)elta will be enjoying an Island
the Sun with Quad T. Water
ilciing will be included. South
Jail will entertain East Covell at
swim party as Theta and Alpha
(appa Lambda "pick 'n split."
DG will hear their favorite
iongs on the chimes. I wonder
f Dr. Shilling can play "Louie,
„ouie." Dr. Brusca, Dr. Gates,
ind Dr. Hewittson can run their
•rrands to music. Alpha Chi will
nitiate Phi Tau into their excluiive bat club. Maybe they'll learn
fly blind.
West Covell and Casa Werner
till enjoy "snack time" along
with Phi Delta Chi and Quad V
it Dads. Quad V in turn will
lonor Quad T at A Hawaiian
,uau - with grass skirts?
West Covell will feast on their
:ried chicken dinner
with Phi
ch

«

'Restaurant Trip'

Kappa Tau. $137 for one Chic
ken? Students voted Dr. Gates
Red Hot Prof, and Dr. Burns
will floor Alphi Chi while hold
ing their chairs.
A total of $1010 was collected
at the auction alone — a nice
contribution to WUS. Phi Delts
added a sum by kidnapping so
rority girls and holding them for
ransom. What fun if the sorori
ties didnt want them back.

MARDI GRAS TIMES
Following is the schedule for
Mardi Gras goers at UOP for
Friday and Saturday activities:
FRIDAY —
3:30, Greek Theatre; Beard Con
test Judging
4:00, Knoles Field; Tug-of-War
7:00, Conservatory; Mardi Gras
Rally
SATURDAY —
9 a.m., Civic Auditorium; booth
building
9 p.m. - 1 a.m., Civic Aud.; Mardi
Gras Dance, The Jeffer
son Airplane and The
Plague, announcement
and crowning of Ugly
Man and Mardi Gras
Queen, costume judging.

Who's the ugliest? Ugly Man candidates are I. to r., Ilayn Kauf
man, Jorge Tchomlekdjoglou, Art Gilbert, Jim O'Connel, Easdon Smith, Pete Hansen, Bob Irvine, Larry Bishop and Pete
Davis. Not pictured are Bob Krulish, Fred King, Joe Matthews
and Howard Hoover.

UOP Delegation Heads for Model UN
Twelve UOP students have
been in San Francisco since last
Wednesday to represent Iran in
the Model United Nations.
The delegates from UOP will
meet with some 1000 other dele
gates from Oregon, Washington,
Nevada, Montana, Arizona, New
Mexico, Hawaii, Idaho, Utah,
and California in committee
meetings and finally a General
Assembly session.
In the committees, issues of im

Paul Fairbrook, director of
food services at the University
of the Pacific, will conduct a trip
through the large and small res
taurants in the U.S.A. and Can
ada tonight at 7:30 at the Top
of Anderson Y, sponsored by the
International Club.
Fairbrook will present an illus
trated lecture of his experiences.
He has recently been appointed
by the Canadian government as
food consultant to "Expo-67,"
the World's Fair which will be
held in Montreal from April to
October 1967.
International Club guests will
be treated to cookies from all
over the world. There is no ad
mission charge and all students
are welcome.

Debate on Evolution

portance about Iran will be dis
Dr. Jerry Gates and Dr. Carl
cussed and in the General Assem
Wulfman will engage in a discus
bly session they will be debated sion on the purpose of evolution
by all the participants.
at a special Philosophy Club
The delegates from UOP are meeting, May 3 at 7:30 p.m. in
Brad Brown, Gene Bigler, Sandra . Anderson Lecture Hall.
Egenberger, Jim Hughes, Maxine
The discussion will be an ex
Korn, Pete Morales, Craig Niel- tension of Dr. Gates' chapel talk.
son, Jim Tashima, Ailleen TsukiDr. Gates will take the view
mura, Diana Schovlin, George "There Is No Purpose to Evo
Williams, and Allan Jacksarri. lution," and Dr. Wulfman will
The delegation will return late discuss the opposing view. The
Saturday evening.
meeting is open to all students.

Slides: Berlin Wall
Students interested in the Ber
lin situation are invited to see a
sound-slide presentation on "The
Day the Wall Was Built" (Ber
lin after Aug. 13, 1961) today in
211 Ad. Bldg. at 2 p.m.
The presentation will be in
English with a showing in Ger
man planned for 1 p.m.
The slides will be shown by
Erwin R. Lippka, a native of Ber
lin and professor in modern
languages.
Lippka will answer questions
following the showing.

Chapel Topic
The implications of "God Is
Dead" theology will be explored
next Tuesday at Chapel. The
speaker will be Robert W. Moon,
a Methodist minister and con
sidered one of the most forceful
voices in California Methodism.

We'll put this book on the shelf for you.
When you go on vacation, your Tenplan
Checking Account can stay with us, free.
I With this new "dormant account" service, no
minimum balance is required. No service
charges will be made during the summer
not even on accounts with a zero balance.
"Dormant account" service is automatic
for returning students and faculty members.
In the fall, your account will be waiting.
Just make a deposit, and it's ready to use.

Bank of America
NATIONAL TRUST AND SAVINGS ASSOCIATION • MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

COVELL COLLEGE DANCE
Elbert Covell College will spon
sor an all university dance to
night in Covell College Dining
Hall from 9 to 1. "Los Elegan
tes" will play both Latin and
North American music.
Visit Our Fine Cosmetic
Department for Beauty Advice
— We Feature —
Revelon — Bonnie Bell
Helena Rubinstein—Allecreme
Dorothy Gray—Max Factor
— Fragrances —
Shalimar — Faberge
My Sin — Mary Sherman
Arpage — Jean Nate
Worth — Madam Rochas

1
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Petrovich Speaks on Freedom'
By Jon Brown
Dr. William Neitmann, in con
junction with the Philosophy de
partment and the University pre
sented one of the rare convoca
tions this year. Last Thursday
saw a discussion between three
Pacific professors and a Yugo
slavian Marxist, Gajo Petrovich.
Petrovich was educated in Mos
cow and Yugoslavia and is in the
school of Marxian philosophy.
Marxian philosophy and Com
munism are similar but not ex
actly the same — Communism be
ing the expression of the prag
matic thoughts of the Marxian
school.
Petrovich's paper on Marxian
theory of alienation was outlined
by Dr. Reinelt of the C.O.P. phil
osophy department. Reinelt dis
cussed four aspects of alienation
discussed in the paper. Aliena
tion comes as a result of man's
labor. There is an alienation of
production.
When is a man alienated from
the essence of self and when is
the self alienated from his es
sence? Finally, man will alienate

AAI RAGLE

aoooo
2363 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 466-4388

him self from himself and from
other men. The essential part
of the theory is that when a man
has alienated himself from him
self he is no longer a man.
Man is a full man when there
is no split between his self and
his essence; what is this essence?
The essence defined by Petrovich

Petrovich Lecture
Is Disappointing
By Leslie Zelinsky
The convocation of Thursday,
April 21, featuring Yugoslavian
ideologist Petrovich proved un
successful. The convocation had
seemed to promise a confronta
tion of Marxist dogma, as inter
preted by Petrovich, by some of
our leading professors in religion,
philosophy, and humanities. Pe
trovich told the audience that he
had expected to make a defense
of his ideas and, consequently,
was unprepared for what was to
follow.
What was expected to be a
panel discussion turned out to be
the professor's different interpre
tations of the Marxist terminology concerning alienation.
Professor Herb Reinelt sum
marized an article written by Pe
trovich concerning his views on
alienation. Then Petrovich aug(Continued on Page 7)
is something in the man "not in
the factual past or actuality. It
is not a non-temlporal idea to
strive for. It is historically re
lated to the human possibility,

unique to ourselves. It is the
source of possibilities of the
higher plateau of man."
Questions arise from the paper;
four were posed in order to start
discussion. How can we know
something that is not? VCTiat are
the human possibilities? Is alien
ation an essential to human existance? And finally,
how do men
become alienated?
Dr. Wise, Dr. Wogaman, and
Dr. Reinelt then proceeded to
present their views of the paper.
Wise had a most interesting
approach, speaking of alienation
as a response of the industrial
worker in an open society. He
stated that the question of alien
ation was merely two sides of the
same point. The burdens and
joys of life.
Alienation and freedom were
considered as either positive or
negative reactions to the same
situation. The positive and nega
tive outlook to the same situation
and not really a change of self.

Women's Day, May
5 Features Banquet

International Club members cooked a good part of the evening preparing their favorite dishes; kabobs were on the fire
all night.

International Club Serves 200 b c
More than 200 guests enjoyed
the cuisine and entertainment of
the International Club Banquet
at the University of the Pacific,
April 19.

"Lucy's World" will be the
theme of this year's Awards Ban
quet sponsored by the AWS on
Women's Day on May 5.
The banquet, which will be
held in the Covell Hall Dining
Room at 6 p.m. will feature the
tapping of new Spurs and Knolens and the Outstanding Senior
Woman will be announced. The
new members of Alpha Lambda
Delta will also be introduced.

sponsored the banquet and each
member prepared the favorite
dish of his native country. "To
make the Festival 'truly interna
tional' wives of favulty members
had cooked American meals or
reminiscent - of - sabbaticals - in far - away - lands dishes just as
foreign as those of the students,
commented like Hartman, Ban
quet chairman.

Other special events of the day
will be the Knolen's Breakfast
and the AWS Executive Board
Luncheon. Girls around campus
will be wearing white blouses and
black skirts in honor of the day.
Tickets for the banquet are $2
and may be obtained from the
AWS representatives.

Food was representative of
Holland, Indonesia, Saudi Ara
bia, Japan, Brazil, Hawaii and
Paloa Island, India, Germany,
and the United States.
Those International Club mem
bers providing entertainment for
guests were: Jon Brown and
Bobby Armstrong with a folk

The campus International Club

THE HOUSE

illkJ

OF QUALITY

tial

song medley; Milly Kim, (USA,
UOP) dancing and piano; Eileen
Loo, (Hawaii, UOP) Hawaiian JO Ch
dance and Easter Wong, (Paloa
Sober
Is., UOP) songs of the Caroline
,in ne
Islands;
og> A
Nancy Fujiki, Horai, a Japan
ese dance; Desiree Sim, (Hong
io C
Kong, UOP)
Flower - Drum
ety h
Dance; Ciro Santa Maaria, (Co
foum
lumbia, Covell College) and
'acific
Juan Flores, (Equador, Covell
dip is
College) cantatas; like Hartman,
bearii
(Germany, UOP) French chan
t Chi.
sons d'amour.
:ts th<
All foreign students on the mbersl
UOP campus are automatically Sociel
members of the International the ba
Club and any other students are bp an
welcome to join the club in its
activities. The International Club
later
was also one of the sponsors of
iiidenl
the campus International Festival
:e-Pre:
last fall.
ty-Ti
Hi
sot,

Strawberry Breakfast

ouest
Faculty wives are busy prepar = D«
ing homemade strawberry jam J.P.,
for the 35th annual Strawberry :J Gi
Breakfast sponsored by the An

Phone 463-4952

1603 PACIFIC AVENUE

derson "Y."
The breakfast will be on
Mother's Day, Sun., May 8 from
8 to 12 a.m. Cost for a great
pancake meal is $1 for adults
and 75c for students and chil
dren.

THE ELEGANT

TODAY'S
MOST
DESIRABLE
DIAMOND
FASHION
$395.00

Co-chairmen for this annual
event are Ed Abbot and Betty
Nelson. Karen Hancock is repre
senting the sororities.

GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

. anywhere there's sun and fun, the
SUNSHINERS
prettiest sun-tanned feet will be in Bernardo sandals.
You'll see pink, yellow, white, orange, saddle, black,
harness and olive green in our wide variety of styles.
$9. to $13. Sizes S.M.L.
2019 PACIFIC AVE.

1

^
'^
'
9:50

Borelli Jewelers

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

on the Miracle Mile
2051 PACIFIC AVENUE
462-2443

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Monday
May 23

EXAM
HOUR
9:00
to
:• 11:50

1:00 to
2:50
(2 unit
courses)
1:00 to
3:50
(3 unit
courses)

I

an- ]
ire

4:15
to 6:00
and
7:15
to 9:00
or 9:50

j

Exams for

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

May 24

May 25

May 26

May 27

Classes

Classes

Classes

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Regularly

Regularly

Regularly

MWF 8:00

MWF 9:00

MWF 10:00

Exams for
Graduating
Graduating
Seniors only Seniors only
with reg.
with reg.
classes*
classes*
MWF 2:00
MWF 1:00
Exams for j
Graduating

—
Exams for |
Graduating

Seniors only Seniors only
with reg.

$

Wednesday
June 1
Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 3:00

T

Classes

English
lbsi and

classes*

classes*

English

TTh 10:00

TTh 2:00

lasi

Classes

Classes
meet
for
Lecture
as
usual

Classes

Lecture
as
usual

Saturday
Tuesday
May 28
Sat. classes
May 31
meet as
2
Classes
0 usual. Also ,
Finals for
Meeting
Graduating
Regularly
Seniors with
reg. classes !
MWF 11:00
2
> Th 4:15*

©

All
.
r ;
c
sections or ;

with reg.

meet
for

Spring Semester, 1965-1966

Meeting
Regularly

Classes
Meeting
Regularly

Finals for

Classes

I Graduating |
££ students with
O reg. classes
hh | Sat. a.m. or |
P Th 7:15 p.m.
^ | or 7:15 p.m.* j

Meeting
Regularly
TTh 9:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly

TTh 1:00

TTh 8:00

Classes
meet
for
Lecture
as
usual

Final

Final

Exams

Exams

Exams

for these

for these

Classes

Classes

meet
for
Lecture
as
usual

for
MONDAY
Classes

TTh 3:00

Final

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
June 2
June 3
June 4
Classes
Classes
Sat. Classes
Meeting
Meeting
meet for
Regularly
Regularly
Final Exams
MWF 2:00
MWF 1:00
except
except
except
Graduating
Graduating
Graduating
Students
Seniors
Students
See
See
See
May 23 a.m. May 24 a.m. May 28 p.m.
Classes
Classes
Meeting
Meeting
Regularly
Regularly
TTh 2:00
TTh 10:00
except
except
Graduating
Graduating
Seniors
Seniors
See
See
May 23 p.m. May 24 p.m.;
Final Exams
for these
Classes
except
Graduating
Students
See May 28
a.m. or p.m.

o Chi Pharmacy Honorary Holds
Initiation Banquet for New Members
Rho Chi Pharmaceutical HonSociety held initiation for
deven new members Tuesday
cning, April 19, in the River
loom of Webb's at the Stockton.
Rho Chi, a national honor
ibciety for pharmacy students,
was founded on the University
Pacific campus in 1964. Mem
bership is recognized by a gold
fey bearing the Greek letters for
I ho Chi. Each new member rec ives the key and certificate of
lembership upon initiation into
e Society. Members are chosen
the basis of scholarship, leadhip and personality.
Ceremonies were conducted by
apter officials—Dan Heincy,
esident;
Loyal
Flutchinson,
ice-President; Fran Botto, Sec
tary-Treasurer; Marshall Mor. Historian and by faculty
jHaavisor, Dr. Jean Matuszak.
Guest speaker for the evening
is Dr. Wallace B. Graves,
•O.P. Academic Vice-President,
'rs. Graves also attended

COMPONENTS
RECORDS

Dr. Matuszak on behalf of the
members of Rho Chi welcomed
the

following students

Here are 7 knotty problems
facing the Air Force:
can you help us solve one?

HAPPY
MOTHER'S DAY
to a MOM
w h o ' s slightly O F F .

6. Space propulsion. As our
space flights cover greater
and greater distances,propulsion—more than any
thing else—will become the
limiting factor. New fuels *
and new propulsion tech
niques must be found, if we
are to keep on exploring
the mysteries of space. And
it may well be an Air Force
scientist on his first assign
ment who makes the big
breakthrough!

OFF-ly nice!
OFF-ly good!
OFF-ly wonderful!
you'll find this and
many other OFF-ly
cool cards for your
MOM at Gluskin's
HALLMARK CARDS

SERVICE

to the

Society:
Pamela Ann Bruno,
Sacramento; Vito Dominic Fabrizio, Oakland; Bill Edwin Farley,
Bakersfield; Philip James Gaines,
Stockton; Thomas Gong, Sanger;
James Edward Jacobsen, Fresno;
Dale William James, Stockton;
Richard Ara Kirkorian, Fresno;
Ronald Kumasaki, Sacramento;
John Thomas McCloskey, Porterville; Dexter Earl Vollbrecht,
Stockton.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

1. Repairs in space. If something goes
wrong with a vehicle in orbit, how con it
be fixed? Answers must be found, if largescale space operations are to become a
reality. For this and other assignments Air
force scientists and engineers will be
called on to answer in the next few years,
we need the best brains available.

2. Lunar landing. The m
exact composition of
the lunar surface, as
well as structural
and propulsion char
acteristics of the space
vehicle, enter into
this problem. Important study remains to
be done—and, as an Air Force officer,
you could be the one to do it!

4. Space orientation. The orbital prob
lems of a spacecraft, including its ability
to maneuver over selected points on the
earth, are of vital importance to the mili
tary utilization of space. There are plenty
of assignments for young Air Force physi
cists in this area.

Want to find out how you fit into the
Air Force picture? Contact your nearest
Mir Force representative, or mail the cou
pon today.
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

3. Life-support biology. The filling of

6130 PACIFIC AVENUE
PHONE 477-0082
In Marengo Center

metabolic needs over very extended peri
ods of time in space is one of the most
fascinating subjects that
Air Force scientists are in
vestigating. The results
promise to have vital ram
ifications for our life on
earth, as well as in outer
space.

7. Pilot performance.
Important tests.must still be
made to determine how the
pilots of manned aerospacecraft will react to
long periods away from
the earth. Of course
not every new Air
Force officer be
comes involved in research and develop
ment right away. But where the most ex
citing advances are
taking place, young
Air Force scientists,
administrators,
pilots, and engineers
are on the scene.

Box A. Dept. SCP 64
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
IPleose print!

CoHege_

5. Synergetic plane changing.The abil
ity of a spacecraft to change altitude can
also be crucial to space operations.Where
but in the Air Force could Sc.B.'s get the
chance to work on such fascinating proj
ects right at the start of their careers?

Class o|U

AddressCity

...ZIP Code.

BE PART OF ITAMERICA'S AEROSPACE TEAM

April 29, !<)(:

Pacific Sports
Pacific Takes Doubleheader
Pacific's Baseball Team took an
exciting doubleheader, 4-3, and,
3-2, from Cal. State at Hayward
on Wednesday at Billy Hebert
Field.
The double win brought the
Tiger's overall record to 9-13 on
the year. The pair of games took
five an done half hours to com
plete.
IN THE first
game, Pacific,
led by the outstanding pitching
of Terry Delamater, and the hit
ting of Joe Ferguson and Tom
Lewis, beat Cal State's top pit
cher, Bob McCreery. McCreery
had a big win earlier in the year
when he handed the University
of California's Ail-American Pit
ching Candidate, Bill Frost, his
first defeat of the year.
McCreery had Pacific shutout
until the fourth inning when Joe
Ferguson slammed a two-run
homer. Tom Lewis drove in the
winning runs with a single in the
fifth.
All Cal Stat's runs were
unearned, as Delamater struck
out 13.
PACIFIC had to go 13-innings
before winning the second game,
and there were a number of
heroes.
Cal State scored in the first
inning on an error and a double.
Pacific did not score the tying
run until the last of the seventh
inning.
Starting pitcher Tim
Steers singled to open the inning
and was sacrificed to second. The
next two Tiger batsmen were both
out and Ken Clark had two
strikes on him when he cracked1
a double to score Steers.
Cal State came back to score
another run in the eighth inning
on two Tiger errors and a fielders
choice.
Paul Glennon opened
the eighth for Pacific with a
single to rightfield, but moved to
second when the rightfielder bobbled the ball.
MARK MILLER then hit what
was an apparent homerun. The
ball hit the foul pole above the
fence in left field and bounced
back into the field of play. The
umpire ruled that the ball hit the
pole below the fence line and
awarded Miller a ground rule
double, which scored Glennon
with the tying run.
In the ninth inning John
Strohlmayer took over the pitch
ing chores from the tiring Steers,

and shutout Cal State through
the 13th-inning.
IN THE bottom of the 13th,
Steers, who had been playing
second base after Strohlmayer
took over, singled to start the
game winning rally. He moved
to second on a passed ball. Mick
Anderson then walked and
Strohlmayer sacrified Steers to
third and Anderson to second.
Cal State then walked Ken
Clark to fill the bases and Tom
Lewis blasted the ball to the centerfield wall to score Steers with
the winning run.

Records
DON PAYNE
Two school records and two
meet records were smashed by
the Pacific track squad in the
fourth annual Westmont Relays
held in Santa Barbara last week
end. The 880 relay team com
posed of Raydell Barkley, Jim
Hill, Dick Gentry and Don
Moroz won their event in 1:29.7
and in the process broke the meet
record of 1:30 and the school
record of 1:29.9 which has stood
since 1952.
The individual standout for
Pacific and probably for the meet
was Jim Brungess. He uncorked
an excellent 23-10 and had an ex
tremely close foul at 24-1. Brun
gess easily eclipsed the meet rec
ord of 23-1 and rewrote the 237 school record of Eddie Macon

Tiger Nine Splits Twin-Bill with.USF;
Sets Sights on League Championship
The Tiger Baseball Team took
another step last Saturday toward
what could be an eventual league
championship when they split a
double-header with the highly
rated University of San Fran
cisco.

It looked like a dark day for
the Tigers when Don hurler
Frank Burch pitched a two-hitter
in the opener as he shut out
Pacific, 3-0. Joe Ferguson who
pitched the first four innings was
the loser. The Dons scored two
runs in the first and the Tigers
did not threaten during the en
tire game.
In the second game John
Strohmayer threw a one-hitter
and struck out 10 as he almost
beat the Dons single-handedly,
2-1.
USF scored in the first inning
on a walk, a stolen base, and two
Tiger errors. But the Tigers
scored their two winning runs in
the sixth inning, when Stroh
mayer, who got two of the three
hits for Pacific, singled, and was
sacrificed to second by Delamo'tte, who was also safe on an
error by the USF pitcher King
Boyer. Lewis then grounded out
to score Strohmayer and Paul
Glennon followed with a triple

WANTED
ADVISOR FOR TRIP
TO EUROPE
27 COUNTRIES
PHONE 463-3326

to knock in Delamotter with a
winning run.
Thanks to the split, the Tigers
still have an excellent chance at
the conference crown. USF has
now finished
their league season
(Continued on Page 7)

set in 1952. This mark
ranks fifth in the NCAA which
includes all four-year colleges
and universities in the country.
Scott Mallory led a near clean
sweep for Pacific in the shot-put.
He placed first with a toss of 494 and was followed in close suc
cession by footballers John Quaccia who was second at 49-0, Bob
Erman who was third at 48-3, and
Skip Cain, fifth, with 47-3. Mal
lory came back to place fourth
in the discus.

before the end of the seasoJ
he will be back on the 440 relay
team as well as the 100 yard das!
As of the last meet, Jim Hi™ [C
joined Moroz and Simas with the
best performances of under tea.
seconds flat
for the 100 dash
Hill's 9.9 was good for fourtl
d
place at Westmont.

Pacific's Jim O'Donnell won
the discus event with a toss of
144-1. During workouts the pre
vious week, O'Donnell made
enough progress in his technique
to add 16 feet to his previous
best. The result was another
Pacific gold medal.
Don Moroz had to settle for
second in the 100 yard dash. But,
his time of 9.7 was excellent and
he is now hitting this time consistantly. Moroz anchored both
the 440 and the 880 relay.

The distance medley team com
posed of Dave McCann, Gerr k
McKnight, Steve Hair and Johi 9
Mills and the mile relay tean ^
composed of McKnight, Mills, :
McCann and Gentry both placet i" ^
second in 10:44 and 3:25.1
sjpectively.

Ed Simas was forced out of
competition with a pulled muscle.
Hopefully Simas' injury will
heal well enough so that he will
be able to run a quarter mile on
the mile relay in the next meet

Dave McCann and Frank Se-,
man d e s e r v e a s p e c i a l r e m a r k f o r .
their performances at West
mont. McCann ran two quarte,
miles in nearly 50 seconds flat in
the distance medley and mile re-,
lays. Then Seman, a spirited
competitor, ran a 15.7 in his first,
120 high hurdle race of his life..
This effort was good for fourth||
place.
The final
meet totals showec vet
Westmont with 88 points, Ca •ill
Western with 70 points, and UOI :i
with 66 points. Six other schoolf1
finished behind Pacific.

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals—
Rent to try—will apply If you buy

x tat
; oil

Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
- Easy "PENNIES A DAP" plan

tan Qatuf/jin
| BUSINESS MACHINES

The
original automotive
tape stereo/radio
system—and the only
one that makes sense.
6130 Pacific Ave. — 477-0082

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

ritl

Phone HO 5-5881
114 N. California St.

It's Time To
Order Your
Graduation
Announcements
-AND-

Cap and Gown
-ATUniversity

Book Store

io
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lailey To Make a 'Pacific Hilton'

On the subject of John Bailey,
O.P's new catering manager,
IUI
Fairbrook said recently,
je is going to make this school
to the 'Pacific Hilton!' "

House in Chicago, and the Dor
ado Hilton in Puerto Rico. He
then became owner and manager
of his own hotel—the Monticello
Hotel in Washington.

Bailey, who has just recently
jned the food service staff, will
in charge of all banquets,
ncheons, and special occasions
tinected with the University,
has come to Pacific with a
0, l0d deal of valuable experience
the culinary arts.
AFTER attending Stanford for
years, Bailey attended the
inary Institute of America in
w Haven, Conn., where one
ul Fairbrook was dean. Bailey,
,o was president of the student
incil, graduated at the top of
class and then served for a
ile as manager of the Officer's
tub at McGuire Air Force Base
New Jersey.
It was then that he went to
irk for the Hilton Hotels as

IN HIS capacity as cateringmanager, Bailey has an average
of one banquet or luncheon per
day. One of his more outstand
ing accomplishments to date is
the banquet which was given for
the California History Institute
on April 1. The menu included
sourdough biscuits, prime Mon
tana buffalo rib steaks, and goose
berry cobbler among other things
—all of which emphasized the
historical theme of the society.
Bailey, who feels that there is
no substitute for quality in food
service, has already begun work
ing with Pacific's cooks in order
to improve their techniques. He
says the University food services
is a new and valuable experience
for him.

JOHN BAILEY
Pacific's new catering manager
food and beverage manager—the
second highest position in that
field.
He served in this capacity
at the Tarrytown Hilton Inn, the
Atlanta
Hilton,
the Palmer

'eace Corps Test Given On Campus May 6
,J| University of the Pacific studits will have an opportunity to
e the Peace Corps Placement
:st on Friday, May 6, in Room
0 of the Administration Buildat 3-15 p.m.
But the application (Volun:r Questionnairre), rather than
le Placement Test, is the most
irtant factor in the selection
Volunteers. Students availile for service or advance trainig within the next year must
out a Volunteer Questionire, before taking the test. This
lestionnaire can be obtained

in advance from either Dean
Betz or Roger Lappin at Phi
Kappa Tau.
The Placement Test is de
signed to help the Peace Corps
match applicants' special abilities
with the 300 different kinds of
jobs to be filled.
If the test in
dicates a limited language-learn
ing ability, for example, the

Peace Corps tries to place the
applicant in an English-speaking
country.
The Test takes approximately
an hour and a half. An optional
French or Spanish achievement
test requires another hour, but
it will be given at another ar
ranged time.

All Campus Food-Fun Fest Planned
To Break Pre-Finals Tension May 17
What is bigger than Mardi
Gras, High Table, Chapel and
elections combined? What is
happening at UOP next month
that involves as many students,
faculty and administrative per
sonnel as finals?
For the entire campus—Greeks,
Covell College, Raymond and for
all persons otherwise associated
with the campus and their friends
Paul Fairbrook, director of food
service, is throwing an immense
pre-finals heydey on the football
practice field Tuesday, May 17,
from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
A dozen barbecue pits have
been constructed and procured
for the occasion and enormous
quantities of US choice top sir
loin steak ordered. Also on the
menu are corn on the cob, Ger
man style potato salad, relishes,

A course on Social Ethics dis
cussing moral issues in a modern
society will be off ered by the Uni
versity of the Pacific on KOVRTV, Channel 13, beginning May
7.

Dr. Philip Wogaman will be
lecturer for the course which will
be offered for one unit of Uni
versity credit. The 10-week course
will discuss every issue of modern
morality, from personal ethics in
day-to-day life to morals in polijustice, business and economics.
Dr. Wogaman is associate pro
fessor of Bible and Religious
Education at the University of
the Pacific. He is director of the
Pacific Center for the Study of
Social Issues, has been a candi
date for the California State
Assembly, and a practicing pastor
and member of the Methodist
Board of Missions.

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NODOZTM

Continued from Page 4)
mented Reinelt's statements say
ing that alienation was of four
types: alienation 1) from self;
2) from the creative process; 3)
from the product; and, ulti
mately, 4) from society.
But the speakers had misinter
preted the interest of the students
and, after all, the convocation is
supposed to be directed toward
the students. The students should

both Sacramento and at UOP in
Stockton.
Cost of registration for the
course is #25, payable at time of
registration, and s h o u l d be
mailed to Dr. John Dennis, Di
rector of Broadcasting, UOP.

Elijah Presented Sunday
The exciting choral drama of
"Elijah" will be presented Sun
day at 3 in the conservatory. The
drama was written by Felix Mindelssohn originally for the Birm
ingham Festival in England.
The solos will include: soprano,
Elizabeth Spelts, a member of
the voice faculty; alto, Judy
Hammond; tenor, Richard
Brown, a graduate of the UOP
School of Music; and baritone,
Dickson Titis. The baritone part
will be that of Elijah.

Lugo says: "A good pizza is like a woman, it must be
chilled and warmed, foundled and beaten — caressed
and cajoled — but, like a woman, it is well worth the
trouble."
TRY A LUGO PIZZA AND YOU'LL SEE!

HARRIS

PRESSED FOR LIFE
WALK SHORTS
Trim and Sturdy

SAFE AS COFFEE
M E N ' S CLOTHIER

//

Acclaimed the finest by those who know"

121 E. Fremont
Pizza
Hamburgers

have been confronted as laymen
to the Marxist ideology and ter
minology, while, instead, they
were given several definitions of
alienation as though they under
stood completely Marxist termi
nology.
After Reinelt and Petrovich
gave their talks, (Petrovich was
obviously unprepared for this
type of discussion through no
fault of his own) I walked out.
What I had expected did not take
place.
Communism is a contemporary
issue involved in our world poli
tical issues and is of interest for
its proximity to our life and
times.
I had wanted to hear
about modern developments of
Communism in Yugoslavia.
I
wanted practical politics, not ab
stract ideology.
Had the ideology been related
to recent world issues, the con
vocation might have reached
more people.
As it was, the
ideology and terminology floated
above the students heads leav
ing them with news words with
out concrete relationships.

Baseball...
(Continued from Page 6)
with a 7-5 record. UOP has a
4-4 record with four games yet
to play.
Another team who still has a
shot at first place tie is San Jose
State, currently sporting a 5-5
record. The Tigers host the
Spartans this Saturday in an im
portant double-header.

Tennis Dresses
SALE

$10

(were $24)

also restringing
rackets-tennis balls

Stockton,California

Spaghetti
Raviolis
Salads
Cheeseburgers Rib-Eye Steak

Orders to take out 463-6544

2105 PACIFIC AVENUE

French rolls with butter, and
piles of ice cream all served with
frozen fruit punch. •
In hopes of making the affair
a tradition of pre-finals-plunge
relaxation and fun, Fairbrook
has suggested that the Senate
social committee sponsor a hootnanny, a field day, or open the
swimming pool, have a small
band play and/or ask the new
cheerleaders to perform. The
Senate promises activities.
Remember the day Tuesday,
May 17, all-campus feast and
play-day 5:30 to 7 p.m. Cost for
those without meal tickets will be
only $2, the break-even cost of
the meal. Fairbrook mentioned
that this was an unusual oppor
tunity for those without tickets
to enjoy an excellent meal inex
pensively as the steak alone cost
#1.75. And the fun is free.

Marxist Speaks on . Freedom . ..

Wogaman Teaches 'Social Ethics' Via K0VR-TV

The lectures will be broadcast
over Channel 13 each Saturday
morning from 9 to 10 through
July 9. A final examination will
be given on Saturday, July, in

NODOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NODOZ helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You be
come more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NODoz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
• when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.
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Open 11 A.M. Daily

^145 W. Alder
Stockton, California

R/fl'S HEW
WAVE-LENGTHS!
YOUR SEA-NEEDS
FDR '66
Beached... in a brilliant
splash of color-unlimited, our
shock-shaded collection
of Kahala Hawaiian suits bold
and bare... plus
the newest sea-going accessories!

WEBERSTOWN
SHOPPING CENTER

Brief
and beautiful,
the
flower-strewn
teeny bikini,
8 to 14,
12.00
The matching
long-pull
cover-up,
8.00
The
blaze-printed
hip-rider
swim suit,
15.00

The
king-size
tote-about,
"sunshineappliqued"
burlap,
4.95
The straw
fun hat,
in wild
colors,
3.95

n;
1

VISTA Seeks Volunteers to Fight Compassionate War

HiAr:r:zar

th,at figh,s
p^y ^
dole needs tough and compassionate people," accord
ing to Glenn Ferguson, director of Volunteers in Service
to America.

"When our VISTA Volunteers land in a city slum or
an Appalachian hollow, they immediately discover prob
lems that weren't covered in the sociology textbooks.
y [e
Pr°blems, for poverty is a grim business,
and the Volunteers have to be strong enough to act, to
endure, and smart enough to understand."
In ^describing the organization he heads, Ferguson
said. VISTA doesn t offer its Volunteers much money.
It doesn t offer the glamor of foreign travel. I believe it's
probably the most spartan and most dedicated arm of

the entire war on poverty. It offers the singular chance
for a person to find out if he has enough courage to
spend a year of his life in the often thankless task of
helping others."
VISTA, he said, "is not a job for the squeamish or
the theoreticians. It isn't easy to find volunteers. We've
got to count on a special kind of people. People who
care. People who mean what they say.
'The squeamish can't take the squalor and the heart
break and the theoreticians find their pet theories shot
down five minutes after they confront a 17-year old
dropout who thinks that a 47-cent bottle of wine and a
50-cent reefer are the only way to start the day."

A Volunteer's principal equipment, Ferguson said, "is
determination, compassion and perseverence. It takes
all three."
He said that VISTA "is calling the bluffs of people
who claim to be concerned. Their year in VISTA will
take them deep into the lives of others. I can think of
nothing more fascinating than that."
The college-trained, he said, "have the background
and the knowledge to make excellent Volunteers. If they
have the necessary emotional and mental stamina, they
move high up on our list of prospects.
"So far, college campuses have proved to be a most
productive source of good Volunteers," he said.
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VISTA s College-Trained
Acceptance Rate Hits 75%
Seventy-five percent of all col
lege trained persons who apply to
spend a year of their lives in serv
ice to America as VISTA Volun
teers are accepted, Glenn Fergu

son, director of VISTA, has an
nounced.
The high rate of acceptance of
college students and graduates by
VISTA is attributed by Fergu-

VISTA Tops Peace Corps
Growth, Shriver States
After 11 months of operation,
VISTA has done "better than the
Peace Corps at a comparable
stage of development," Sargent
Shriver, the man who until re
cently ran the Peace Corps, told
a Washington press conference.

WILEASE FIELDS, 22, was so well received by the Pima-Maricopa
Indians whom she trained among that the Tribal Council asked
her to stay with them for the rest of her year of service. She is
a graduate of Maryland State College.

VISTA Aids Indians
In War Against Want
The 1960s could go down as
the decade in which the Ameri
can Indian fought his last battle
against his oldest foe—poverty—and won.
But the odds still weigh heavily
against the reservation-bound In
dian. He suffers from disease,
malnutrition, polluted water, high
infant mortality, and a life ex

pectancy of 42 years.
The average Indian per family
income is $1,500 a year—less
than a quarter of the national av
erage. Unemployment is around
40 percent—eight times the na
tional average.
Nine out of 10 of the nation's
385,000 reservation Indians live
(Continued on Page 3)

At the 11-month mark, VISTA
had 1,477 Volunteers in the field
or in training in 39 states and
Washington, D.C. That figure has
now increased to more than
2,000 Volunteers.
During a comparable period.
Shriver said, the Peace Corps had
820 Volunteers, either on over
seas assignment or in training.
According to Shriver, VISTA
plans to have 3,500 Volunteers in
the field by June of this year.
"The Volunteers are the heart
of the war on poverty," he said.
"In community after community
they have shown that deprived
and isolated people are willing
and able to make a new, con
structive effort with encourage
ment and skilled assistance."

grown up in poverty," he said,
"have a special understanding to
contribute."
Shriver said, "The War on
Poverty takes money. But money
alone cannot win the war. Dedi
cated, skilled people are needed
to bridge the gulf between the
poor and the rest of America
and to start the process of re
generation in America."
Shriver also pointed out that
the demand for VISTA Volun
teers is outstripping the supply.
He said that a total of 7,831
Volunteers have been requested
to serve in 577 projects in the
District of Columbia and every
state but Hawaii and Iowa.

son to the "initiative, commit
ment, and adaptability of college
students." These characteristics,
considered highly important for
the Volunteers, are "continually
demonstrated by young college
volunteers during training," he
said.
"In fact," Ferguson said,
"more than three-fourths of all
VISTA Volunteers now serving
in the nation's poverty areas are
between 20 and 24. Of these, ap
proximately half have completed
from one to three years of col
lege and another 16 percent are
recent graduates."
Sargent Shriver, the War on
Poverty director, said recently
that the college trained "are
bringing their gifts of education
and encouragement to the tene
ment alleys and back country
roads. They have received one of
the truly great benefits of our so
ciety—an excellent education. In
VISTA they will be able to share
this benefit with others and con
firm the humane values which
our colleges and universities rep
resent."
(Continued on Page 3)

He pointed out that VISTA is
seeking Volunteers from the ranks
of the poor as well as from col
lege campuses. "People who have

261 Assigned to the Hollows

Poverty-Stricken Appalachia Provides
Daily Challenge to VISTA Volunteers
Although Congress has ear
marked more than a billion dol
lars to help cure the economic ills
of Appalachia, the first tangible
sign of the new prosperity seen
by the citizens of Davidson, Ten
nessee, is a 250-book library built
and maintained by VISTA Vol
unteers.
The library in Davidson, a new

lina are some of the first results
of the massive attack on poverty
in the Appalachian region that
stretches from New York to
Alabama.
These programs are the work
of more than 261 VISTA Vol
unteers who have been assigned
the task of breaking through the

played out, the young people
have left, and tomorrow offers
less hope than yesterday.
In Davidson, home of the 250book library, five VISTA Volun
teers attack poverty in this region
where two surveys have esti
mated the per capita income to
be approximately $200 a year.
The Volunte

EXPLAINING MEDICARE to older residents of rural Knox county,
m ">«> »»
if X/nliinfoni- Marllun

DENNIS SCHMITT examines a piece of coal brought down to
Anaktuvik Pass, Alaska, by a tractor which he he ped the village
to obtain. Previously, the coal was packed in by dog sled. Before
joining VISTA, Schmitt attended the University of California at
Berkeley where he majored in philosophy.
While doing all this the Volun
than articulate the special, press
teers must spend a certain amount
ing needs of these villages, you
of time fishing
and hunting so
would be performing a great
they
can
eat.
Although
certain
service.
staples are provided, the principal
"In no other situation would
items of their diet will be the
you have such an opportunity to
BETSY REEVE, a Volunteer at Hooper's Bay, Alaska, talks with some of her well-bundled PuP,ls
use your own judgment and im same as their Alaskan neighbor—
outside her home. A graduate of the University of Wisconsin, Miss Reeve chose to work in Alaska
seal, fish,
reindeer, caribou and
plement ideas."
and is serving with more than 50 other Volunteers in the state's isolated villages.
game birds.
The Volunteers can be found
The Volunteers have learned
performing a variety of wideto pack ice for water, to ride a
ranging jobs. They have built
dog sled, and to memorize the
sawmills and taught music to
recipes for reindeer stew and bear
Eskimo children. At Bethel, a
steak.
Volunteer helped to construct a
In many villages, the outstand
breakwater to prevent flooding of
ing form of recreation is to greet
the village during spring thaws.
the arrival of the mail plane. To
• At nearby Hooper's Bay one
help fill this gap the Volunteers
of the Volunteers' main concerns
are developing recreation pro
is to explore the possibility of
grams for children, youth and
building a small "flash" freezing
adults. They also encourage com
plant
to
help
exploit
the
abundant
interior
Alaska
residents
training included special instruc of
Fifty VISTA Volunteers have
munity efforts to provide facili
fish resources in the area. The
through a letter written to a
tion in how to prepare fbr long
fanned out of Anchorage by bush
ties for meetings, libraries, health
fish cannot be marketed now be
major newspaper by a Volunteer
periods of awesome weather and
plane and boat to man their war
services, and social activities.
cause
there
are
no
facilities
to
living there."
for days without sun.
on
poverty
outposts
among
• In addition they are con
preserve them.
• Pointing out that most of the
Requests for Volunteers poured
Alaskas isolated Eskimo villages.
ducting pre-school classes, tutor
Further
to
the
north,
at
Anak
Volunteers
would
be
assigned
to
into VISTA's Washington head
One of the Eskimo requests is
ing students, and carrying on an
tuvik Pass, a Volunteer has man
the western and northwestern
for Volunteers who know some quarters from more than half of
adult
education program. Other
aged
to
get
a
tractor
for
the
vil
the state's towns and villages fol areas of Alaska, Governor Egan
thing about improving the breed
projects include health, education
lage
to
assist
in
hauling
coal
said:
"Here
you
will
face
a
great
lowing a letter from Senator E. L.
of Alaskan reindeer. If they can
and community sanitation prodown from the mountains for
Bartlett explaining that the Vol challenge, perhaps the greatest of
furnish some tips on preserving
(Continued on Page 4)
winter
fuel.
your
life
...
if
you
did
no
more
unteers could help make the set
this season's catch of walrus
tlements "better places to live."
meat, so much the better.
The letter was sent to all village
The 50 Volunteers are the first
headmen.
of 200 who are needed to help the
Eskimos are a tough people
state's indigenous population of
who excel at living close to na
approximately 60,000 Eskimos,
ture. The Volunteers will assist
Indians and Aleuts who rank as
them to participate in many of
the poorest economic group in
the state-wide service programs
the nation. Many of these families
that operate under the direction
live on less than $1,000 a year.
of the Alaska Department of
Half of the adults have had less
Economic Development and
than five years of school and nine
Planning.
out of every ten families live in
Speaking to the second con
substandard conditions.
tingent of VISTA Volunteers to
The Alaska Volunteers took
be sent to his state, Alaska Gov
their training at the University of
ernor William A. Egan told them
Alaska at Fairbanks, where they
that "the VISTA Volunteers who
were introduced to village life
have preceded you into rural
and the customs of the people
Alaska are already playing a sig
who are not only the poorest
nificant role in the effort to up
Americans, but also the most iso
grade village life.
lated.
"Some villages never heard
• The majority of the Volun
from are now part of the Alaskan
teers now work among the Eski
community of the whole because
mos in western Alaska and north
VISTA Volunteer John Shively, University of North Carolina graduate, and Gay White, who
of the efforts of VISTA Volunof the Arctic circle, but they are
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VISTA Aids Indians
In War Against Want
(Continued from Page 1)
in housing without running water,
sanitary facilities, safe heating, or
electricity. The infant mortality
rate is 70 percent higher than
for the rest of the nation.
The outcome of the Indians'
war against want depends in large
measure upon how much help
and encouragement they receive.
Many of the Indians are undereducated, underskilled, and for
the most part, underfed. Help to
relieve these conditions is needed
desperately.
• More than 200 Volunteers
from VISTA are now working on
half of the Indian reservations in
the nation because they feel that
the Oglala Sioux and the Mille
Lac Chippewas need help now,
not next year.
One of those who is helping is
Patrick Krijaz, a recent graduate
of the University of Minnesota,
who is now known around Gal
lup, N. M., as the "alcoholic
VISTA Volunteer." Krijaz got
his title from the fact that he
concentrates on working with al

PATRICK KRIJAZ, University of Minnesota graduate, talks with the family of an alcoholic Navajo
at their home near Gallup, N.M. Assisting the Navajo Tribal Council to fight the problem drinking
among Indians, Krijaz helps patients treated for alcoholism to readjust to community life.

75% of VISTA Applicants With
College Skills Win Acceptance

f

1'

coholic Indians, helping them to
get sober, stay sober, and assume
a productive role in society.
Elsewhere in the state, a sixsided, dome-roofed hogan is
home for Karen Murkett, Nor
wich, Conn., who is spending a
year of her life among the Navajos on their reservation near
Lukachukai, Arizona. A graduate
of Wheelock College with a de
gree in pre-school education, Miss
Murkett drives a school bus some
30 miles a day to pick up her 15
four-year-old Indian students.
• Krijaz and Miss Murkett are
typical of the first contingent of
218 VISTA Volunteers who have
agreed to spend a minimum of a
year on reservations throughout
the country in an attempt to help
the Indian achieve a measure of
parity in American society.
The Volunteers now serve 49
tribes, which represent 50 per
cent of the total Indian popula
tion in 16 states. They work with
the Seminole, the Crow, the
Navajo, the Sioux, the Chippewa,
and the Apache.

1

AS AN EXAMPLE to the rest of the neighborhood, VISTA Volunteers in west side Philadelphia cleaned up, repaired, and nearly
rebuilt a dilapidated row house which will serve the girl volunteers as living quarters. Clearing debris are Mary Sullivan, Uni
versity of Massachusetts graduate; Marean Brown, who attended
San Jose State College, and Frank Rubright of Alma College.

(Continued from Page 1)
In selecting Volunteers, VISTA
places emphasis on the quality of
the individual rather than on
specific skills. "We have projects
for almost all skills," Ferguson
said, "but the most crucial skill
of all is the ability to listen, under
stand, and communicate with
people. This holds true whether
the volunteer is a liberal arts
major or an engineer."
Liberal arts students who have
become VISTA Volunteers set up
libraries where none existed be
fore, renovate rural schools, teach
adult literacy, tutor dropouts, sur
vey health needs, organize com
munity meetings, lead pre-school
classes, help mothers in day-care
centers, direct recreation pro
grams, conduct neighborhood
clean-up campaigns, work with
youth gangs and delinquents.
Vice-President Humphrey,
speaking to students at the Uni
versity of Minnesota, described
the "special role for the college

Appalachia—
(Continued from Page 1)
ration, a private, non-profit or
ganization formed to administer
the area's Community Action
Program. LBJ and C stands for
Livingston, Byrdstown, James
town, and Cookeville, the county
seats of the four counties in
cluded in the original organiza
tion.
• The five Volunteers will live
in Davidson for a year, concen
trating on juvenile delinquents
and drop-outs. They will guide
community development pro
grams, conduct recreation, edu
cation, and health services.
The task is far from easy.
Glenn Ferguson, Director of
VISTA, said:
"We tell our
trainees it may take several
months before they're accepted as
part of the community." A major
goal is to get local citizens to ex
press their needs and then help
evolve a program that will meet
them.
A depressed rural area such

students of today in VISTA." He
called college training the key to
service.
"Help clean up own own back
yard," he urged. "We all owe
something, everyone of us who
is privileged to have an educa
tion. We owe something to the
society that made it possible for
us to have this education.
"The easiest thing for this rich
country is to dole out cash," he
continued. "What is more diffi
cult is to be able to extend the
hand of fellowship, the hand of
assistance, the hand of education,
the hand of training, to help peo
ple slowly but surely lift them
selves."
The Vice-President said he be
lieved that by spending a year in
service to America, VISTA Vol
unteers will dramatically affect
their own lives as well as the lives
of the poor.
"You have the opportunity,"
he said, "to test your skills and
principles in the service of your

fellow man under conditions
which will give full scope to your
abilities and imagination."
A year in VISTA offers unique
practical experience to the stu
dents who plan to return to col
lege, continue on to graduate
school, or pursue their careers.
Through work in widely varying
fields, Volunteers often discover
interest in careers which lead to
the further study of medicine,
education, social work, public
welfare, law and public adminis
tration.
Living and working among the
poor in such places as Eskimo
villages, Appalachian hollows,
Indian reservations, and city slums
proves to be a powerful exper
ience in learning and understand
ing for most Volunteers.
Although their primary task is
to add a new dimension to the
lives of the poor, most find that
after their year is up, they have
added a new dimension to their
own.

A challenge to VISTA-and the nation
between Nashville and Knoxville,
deep in the mountains, it once
was a flourishing
mining town
that boasted a movie theater, a
telephone office, and a depot
where the trains stopped twice a
day to load coal.
• But the mines gave out more
than ten years ago and most of
the people have moved away. The
railroad tracks are overgrown
with weeds and the theater and
telephone office have been razed.
A schoolhouse still stands but it
was abandoned two years ago
when the supply of pupils dried
up. Those children who remain
rise before dawn to catch a bus
to the school in Clark Range, 18
miles away. Few from Davidson
finish high school.
This lack of purpose is one of
the major problems facing the
five VISTA Volunteers who have
been assigned to the community.
Gerry English, from Santa Rosa,
California, and Barbara McCollaum, of Tucumcari, N. M., have

munity."
The main obstacle to their ef
forts is indifference. Miss Eng
lish has observed: "They've lost
so much. You insulate yourself
against caring when caring doesn't
count. That's what's happened
here since the mines dried out."
• The 261 VISTA Volunteers
are working in 34 projects in
eight states of Appalachia: Ala
bama, Kentucky, Maryland,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Virginia, and West
Virginia.
Ninety VISTA Volunteers are
living and working in rural Ken
tucky. They serve in 13 of the
poorest counties of the state,
which are among the 300 most
impoverished counties in Amer
ica.
Middlefork, Kentucky, is an
other Appalachian community.
Once fairly prosperous, its major
economic staples were coal and
tobacco. But the coal ran out,
and the big tobacco producers

Now Middlefork is left with 300
or so residents who support them
selves by subsistence farming and
by selling cucumbers at 11 cents
per hundred pounds.
Middlefork might have con
tinued indefinitely in this same
fashion if it weren't for Jean
Honrath, a young, energetic
VISTA Volunteer assigned to that
community by her VISTA project
sponsor, the Council of Southern
Mountains.
In something more than nine
months in Middlefork, Miss Hon
rath has made only a start toward
alleviating the material side of
the community's plight. But in a
less tangible sense she has made
large-scale progress in reaffirming
the self-respect of the community
in its own eyes and in motivating
them toward changing the con
ditions.
• A former student at Contra
Costa Junior College in the San
Francisco suburb of El Cerrito,

ing with younger people. She de
cided that her skills and tempera
ment would best be suited in
helping to break the vicious cycle
of Appalachian poverty at the
children's level.
She concentrated on Middlefork's children and not only
helped to establish its first Boy
Scout troop, but also ran a highly
successful summer school pro
gram for more than two dozen
local children aged 8 to 16.
Middlefork adults have re
ceived their share of help as well.
Miss Honrath has organized a
program so that unemployed
fathers from the community can
spend several days a week work
ing to improve the Middlefork
school.
• She is self-effacing when she
speaks of her success in Middlefork. "I've only done what the
community wants," she claims.
"I'm far from overconfident, yet
I'm optimistic at the same time.

Rigorous Training Gives Volunteers
Skills to Fight Poverty s Seamy Side
VISTA's training program gives
its volunteers a long, realistic
look at the seamiest side of pov
erty while equipping them with
the skills and techniques needed
to combat it.
The tough, rigorous training
schedule, lasting for several weeks
—ten hours a day—is not counted
as part of the Volunteer's year of
service.
Training is conducted by non
profit organizations—universities,
colleges, or social action agencies
—which have the experience and
facilities necessary to train adults
with a variety of educational
backgrounds.
• Some of the training insti
tutions concentrate on the prob
lems of the mentally retarded.
Others deal with the plight of In
dian families and migrant labor
ers. But each training cycle
makes sure that the volunteers
fully understand VISTA's pur
pose—and the roles that trainees
are expected to play after gradua
tion.
The Volunteers go directly
from training to assignments in
slums, migrant worker camps, In
dian reservations, and Job Corps
centers throughout the country.
• Every effort is made to
match the skills, abilities and in

terests of each Volunteer with re
quests and descriptions of assign
ments that are received from
agencies and organizations spon
soring VISTA projects.
One of the primary objectives
of VISTA training is to allow a
Volunteer to relate his previous
background and existing skills to
the aims and requirements of the
projects in which he will work.
The majority of the training pro
grams takes place right in the
slums, migrant camps, Appala
chian hollows and Indian reserva
tions. It is as direct and prac
tical as possible.
The field experience may take
the form of working in com
munity projects on the Maricopa
and Gila River Indian reserva
tions south of Phoenix, Arizona.
There 26 VISTA Volunteers in
stalled a new roof on the com
munity center, helped clean yards,
houses, and
established
two
nursery schools — all in four
weeks.
• In an industrialized, urban
area such as New York, the field
placement activity may be com
posed of helping retarded persons
between 17 and 35 to learn the
New York City transportation
system and how to use a cafe
teria. Or it may be acquainting

people with family planning
clinics, helping to organize tenant
councils, working with street
gangs or finding
jobs for youths
whose teenage criminal records
have blocked them from employ
ment.
Two Volunteers assigned to
serve with migrant workers in
California were sent to Belgrade,
Florida, to live for a week with
migrant workers. Their experi
ence included working in the let
tuce fields as well as assisting in
the operation of a pre-school pro
gram for children.
Some of the institutions which
have participated in VISTA train
ing include the University of
Utah, National Federation of Set
tlements in Chicago, University
of Alaska, Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama, Community Services
Foundation in St. Petersburg,
Florida; the North Carolina
Fund, Arizona State University,
and the Columbia University
Graduate School of Social Work.
• In addition to these institu
tions which direct the training
program, more than 100 public
and private agencies engaged in
work among the poor are coop
erating with VISTA by providing
practical field experience during
training.

VISTA: Questions and Answers
Q. How does VISTA service

Q. What is VISTA?
A. VISTA (Volunteers In Service To America) is
one of the major anti-poverty programs established
by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. It offers
an opportunity for men and women from all eco
nomic, geographic, social and age groups to join
the nation's War On Poverty.
VISTA Volunteers work directly with those who
are not sharing in this nation's promise. They offer
their services and skills wherever poverty exists:
in cities, small towns and rural areas, in tenements
and shacks, on Indian reservations or in migrant
worker camps, among the sick and disabled, the
young and the old.
They serve for a year where they are requested
and needed—in the 50 States, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. Living and
working with the people they help, VISTA Volun
teers are there, prepared at all times to assist,
advise, befriend. VISTA Volunteers serve for a
minimum of a year, plus their training period.
Q. What do VISTA Volunteers do?

A. VISTA Volunteers are not exempt from the
draft. However, VISTA Volunteers are usually
deferred. (1) The trainee sends a request to his
local draft board for deferment for the period of
his VISTA service with a copy to VISTA; (2)
VISTA writes his draft board certifying that he
is a VISTA trainee and keeps the draft board
notified. While this almost always gets a deferment,
the decision concerning draft status is entirely up
to the local draft board.
Q. How do I join VISTA?
A. Anyone who wishes to become a VISTA Volun
teer must complete a preliminary application form.
Immediately after VISTA receives the preliminary
application, the individual is sent a detailed ques
tionnaire which asks for background information
and the names and addresses of at least five
references.
There are no personal interviews and no tests
or examinations.
Q. If

A. In a wide variety of ways, Volunteers work to
provide new hope, dignity and skills that can help
lift people out of poverty. The specific fields in
which they work include: education, health, voca
tional counseling, recreation, agriculture, conserva
tion, sanitation, construction, community services
—the list, like the problems that poverty itself
creates, is practically inexhaustible.
Q. Are VISTA Volunteers paid?
A. Volunteers receive a monthly living allowance
that is enough to get by on in the areas to which
they are assigned. The allowance covers housing,
food, clothing, and transportation. In addition,
they receive approximately $75 a month for such
personal incidentals as laundry, haircuts, and rec
reation. Medical and dental care are also provided.
For every month of service, $50 is set aside for
each Volunteer. The entire amount is paid to
Volunteers upon completion of service.

Q. What are the hours of work?
A. VISTA Volunteers have a full-time commit
ment to the people they serve. It is no 9-to-5 job.
The Volunteer stands ready to offer assistance
whenever he is needed.

Q. What are the basic requirements
joining VISTA?

affect draft

status?

for

A. You must be at least 18 years old.
You must be a United States citizen or a permanent resident of this country or one of its territories.

I submit an application to VISTA,
am I obligated to join?
A. No, you are not obligated—but your applica
tion should be submitted with the understanding
that you are sincerely interested in joining VISTA.
Q. Do Volunteers have a choice about the

location and type of tcork they do?
A. Yes. The VISTA questionnaire provides ample
opportunity for listing your geographical and work
assignment preferences. VISTA attempts to honor
these preferences as far as it is practicable, but
VISTA's concern also is to match a Volunteer's
experience and abilities, demonstrated and de
veloped during training, to a specific need in a
specific project.

VOLUNTEER KENNETH VAN COMPTON, 19, talks with a man
whose apartment has been hit by fire. Van Compton provides
information and help for the man and his family to find a new
place to live on the Lower East Side of New York where the
former Tulsa University student is concentrating his efforts.

VISTA Volunteers
Go North of Nome
(Continued from Page 2)
grams under the general direction
of visiting doctors and public
health nurses.
Another project which will
give a boost to the lagging
Eskimo economy is a plan where
by Volunteers will help the Alas
kans to establish businesses to
encourage the preservation of
ancient arts and crafts.
• All skills are needed in
Alaska.
VISTA
Volunteer
couples are sought who know

building, homemaking, and social
services. Needed, too, are persons
with farm experience, cooperative
backgrounds, range managers,
weather observers, teachers at all
levels and of all subjects, recrea
tional experts, lawyers, linguists,
economists, and planners.
There's a great deal of talk
about the challenges that the War
on Poverty presents.
Perhaps one of the greatest
challenges of all lies north of
Nome.

,

I'm interested in VISTA. Please send me a preliminary appli
cation and more information.

Name

Address

Q. How quickly does VISTA respond to an

application?
A. After you send in your detailed questionnaire
and if your references respond immediately, you
should have a response from VISTA within 30
days.
Q. Are trainees paid?
A. Yes. Living, travel and medical expenses are
paid. In addition, the $50 a month stipend begins
with the start of a Volunteer's training.
Q. Are Volunteers assigned singly or in a

team?
A. Very few Volunteers are assigned singly. VISTA
prefers to assign Volunteers in teams. Where teams

City

Zip Code ....

State

Mail to:
VISTA
Washington, D. C. 20506

